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Let’s look at some of the things that RCFV can do with web-based
data that would be more difficult or impossible using your standard
browser.
We will show some examples of how filtering combined with the
ability to read multiple web pages, starting with an initial url,
differentiates RCFV web access from a normal browser.
Please note that all of the examples are as of a point in time. Web sites change frequently so
not all of the examples may reflect the current data or formats.
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Let’s set up the filtering for a somewhat complicated web page,
https://www.health.com/home/20-things-you-should-throw-away-for-betterhealth.
We will demonstrate
• Filtering a web site from scratch
• Using a start filter expression to skip over unwanted text
• Dragging multiple unwanted text lines to the exclude filter to quickly hide them
• Removing unnecessary blank lines to make the displayed text more readable

At left is the first screen from the web page:
https://www.health.com/home/20-thingsyou-should-throw-away-for-better-health

Notice that there are a lot of list items at
the beginning that we are not interested in.
The stuff we want to see begins about 4+
screens down with a reasonable font size.
We need a way to start viewing the text at
the title of the article, to wit,
••••••• 20 Things You Should Throw
Away for Better Health •••••••

Note that text which is surrounded by two
or more ‘•’ are header lines in the original
HTML.
We can use a Start expression, an RCFV
regex extension, which will match the first
line matching it and then all subsequent
lines until the occurrence of an End
expression, if any.

Here we see the
interesting text starting
about ¼ of the way
down the viewer.

We have added a Start expression which is a normal
regex preceded by ^^. This will ignore the text at the
top of the viewer window that we don’t want to see.
Now let’s clean up the text that is now being displayed.

We have highlighted a bunch of contiguous lines that
we do not want to see.
Now let’s drag them to the exclude filter input box.

The unwanted lines have been filtered out.

Because Auto Refresh is enabled any changes to the
filters will cause an automatic refresh. However, some
changes will automatically refresh despite this setting.

Here are some more lines to drag over to the exclude
filter input box.

Now let’s add an exclude filter to hide all such header lines
that start a line and contain a space followed by one or more
digits, to wit, ^•••••• \d+

Okay, so now we have removed a lot of the clutter but now
we have a lot of excessive blank lines. We can resolve this
problem using another RCFV regex extension, $^ *, which
will remove excess blank lines. In other words, two or more
contiguous blank lines are combined into one.

Now we have a nice-looking display without a lot of
unnecessary text or blank lines.

There is one more line that we should hide. Let’s do it in a
different way. We’ll highlight the Skip gallery slides link and
then open the context menu. Choose Add selected text to
exclude filter which should hide this line.

Here is the “final” product – for now. Note that web sites
change from time to time so you might have to update your
filter settings in the future.

Let’s save our work so it can be automatically applied the
next time we read this or a similar web site. Press the save
filters button:
to effect this.

We will choose a saved filter name that will match all
Health.Com urls that contain at least one path level
following that domain. This will be used for all urls of
the form health.com/path/file… unless a better
matching filter file, e.g., an exact match, is subsequently
added.
Note that if more than one .fvf file name “pattern”
matches a url then the data from the longest matching
pattern file name will be used.

For a new filter file RCFV will generate a name
containing the HTML meta characters based on the url
value. If you have already used an existing saved filter,
then that value will be provided under the assumption
that most of the time you want to modify the existing
one. However, if you wish to create a new one based on
the url just press the {Ctrl} key while pressing the save
filter button and RCFV will provide an auto-generated
name which you can then edit.

Include filters: Case Insensitive
^^^•••••••·
----------------

In order to see the filtering, we can right-click the Save Filter button:
This will append the filter settings to the scratchpad.

Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
^Save \[favorite share\]$
^°Pin¹$
^More$
^View All$
^Start Slideshow$
^Getty Images
^°Facebook¹$
^°Tweet\s\[twitter\sshare\s\(opens\sin\sa\snew\swindow\)\]¹$
^°Email¹$
^°Send\sText\sMessage\s\[sms\sshare\]¹$
^•••••• \d+
^Advertisement$
^Credit:
$^ *
°Skip\sgallery\sslides¹
---------------Context[0,0]
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We’ve just shown how one can take advantage of reading a multi-page web file and
then saving it to an external program for further modifications, printing, and/or saving.
Now let’s take advantage of a web site that links many of its pages together.

RCFV will automatically traverse the next page if there is an explicit link for one or will
try to determine the next page from context, e.g., page 2 follows page 1. (This works
for many, but of course, not all web sites.) You can limit the number of pages to read in
the Web Options dialog or you can just stop the processing at any time by pressing the
{Esc} key or button.
• We’ll open https://www.brainyquote.com/topics/funny-quotes which contains many pages of
“humorous” quotes.
• Associated with the above url are filter values automatically taken from the filter file,
(www`E.)`Qbrainyquote.com`Stopics`Sfunny-quotes.fvf, which RCFV will use as a regular
expression to match the url (the https:// protocol is ignored). You can read more about this in the
Help file, but basically, `E translates to a backslash, the regex escape character, to escape the
period; `Q translates to a question mark – this makes www. Optional (`E`Q would translate to \?, a
literal question mark); and `S translates to a forward slash. In other words, we use meta
characters to represent the regex characters that are invalid in a Windows file name. This is how
we can use a file name as a regular expression to match the non-protocol part (http…) of the url.

We press the {i} key or
internet button to select
an existing web page
from a previous access
or, for a new page, to
enter the url manually.

If the page does not
already exist in the list,
we can enter it manually
and then press the Press
to select… button to
read the url.

This is the url input box where you can enter a new
url or modify an existing one. Note that for a new
url the protocol is optional and, if omitted, http://
will be added automatically.

You can copy the highlighted url into
the input box where you can modify it.

Recently accessed web
pages appear in this
window.
The order is determined
by the Ordered by radio
buttons.

Note that you can also type
in a url or file name into the
scratchpad and drag it into
the viewer to open it.

This is the date of the last access.
We’ve ordered the url
list by the url value
within the domain
name. This makes it
easy to find related urls.

Note that we want to
read in multiple pages.
Let’s limit it to 3 for the
moment.
When we press Render
with RCFV, we’ve
specified that up to 3
pages associated with
this url will be read into
a single RCFV file.
Note that for this url, which
contains many more pages,
all 3 pages will be read.

Typically, we want to read all the pages associated with the url into one
file. However, if you want, each one can be read into a separate file. To
do that just uncheck the Append all additional pages… checkbox.

Here is the beginning of the first of the 3 web pages.
The stuff we care about is not at the top of the page. We
are only interested in the quotes themselves which follow
starting near the end of this screen.

Here is the filtered text with a Start filter which will display all lines starting
with it until the first End filter or the end of the file.

Looking more closely at the text we see
that the lines we want are all hyperlinks
to additional information about the quote
or the author. Since we don’t care about
this information let’s redo the query and
omit the links.

We’ve pressed
{Ctrl}+{F5} to reread the
three web pages.
Let’s set the Link type to
Hidden and try again.

Here is the text without
any links – just what we
want.
Notice that the quotes
are essentially
duplicated. Let’s take
advantage of the slight
difference between the
almost duplicates.
Let’s only include the
lines that contain an end
of sentence punctuation
mark followed by
spacing followed by a
dash:

[.?!]\s+-

You can see the filter,
[.?!]\s+- , in the
include list. It is
highlighted in the first
match color.

Let’s save the filter for
future use.

Now let’s read all the
pages of quotes.

Wethe
cancontext
select menu and select Copy
Let’s open
and edit displayed text in order to export
this text to another program. We can also
press {Shift}+{C} to effect this.

We want to modify the
text a bit before saving
so let’s open it in our
default text editor,
Notepad++.

The over 400 lines of text is exported to the text editor where
we can tweak them a bit by double spacing each quote. Now
we can print them and/or save them for future use.
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We’ve just shown how one can take advantage of reading a multi-page web file
and then saving it to an external program for further modifications, printing,
and/or saving.
Now let’s set up the filtering for combining multiple web pages from different
but related urls that have basically the same format. This is common for pages
from the same web domain.

First let’s start with the home page of https://www.sciencealert.com .
We will demonstrate
• How to create a digest of selected articles from multiple urls filtered to eliminate any superfluous data,
which may be read into a single document and then sent via email, etc. to others, or printed for offline
reading. To do so we will:
• Set up filtering for pages which are similarly formatted
• Use Start and End filters to be able to select segments of text that we want to see
• Hide additional unwanted text within the Start and End filtering using some Exclude filters
• Remove unnecessary blank lines to make the displayed text a little more compact

Here is the unfiltered view of https://www.sciencealtert.com .

Typically, the text at the beginning of the home page is pretty
much the same every time the page is accessed so we would
like to filter it out. We want to skip the static stuff and start
with the newly added links.

We will set up a Start filter to ignore all text before this line.

The color of all Start filter matches is determined
by the leftmost color button. The second color
button, to its right, is for End filter matches.

Scrolling down to the bottom we see some more lines that we
would like to eliminate from the viewer display.

As before, let’s drag and drop these lines to the exclude filter.
Note that whenever you drag and drop text to a filter input
box all potential regular expression control characters will be
automatically escaped. This is probably what you want most
of the time. Occasionally this may create a problem. In that
case you should drag only a single line’s worth of text to the
input box and then edit it there before adding it to the filter.
When multiple lines are dragged to the input box, they are all
automatically added. (Copy and paste only works for a single
line.)
Remember, for a single line use copy and paste instead of
drag and drop, if you don’t want special characters to be
automatically escaped.

The new exclude filters
have improved the
display.

Now let’s hide all lines
which just contain a
number.

Note that drag and drop
causes the “spaces”
within links to be
automatically replaced
with \s.
Remember that \s has
been extended by RCFV
to match non-breaking
spaces which are found
in hyperlinks and list
markers.

We’ve used the expression, ^\d+$, to hide lines
containing only digits.

Finally, let’s compress the display to remove all
lines containing only a single whitespace
character. We’ve used the expression, ^\s$, to
suppress the spacing. Note that the special
RCFV regular expression, $^ *, replaces
multiple contiguous blank lines with one, but
does not remove all spacing.

Now that we have a nice compressed version of
the text, we can save the filter settings for
future use.
Let’s select some of the articles from this
website to combine into our “digest”.

We’ve used the {Alt} key, by pressing it while
hovering over the stories that we are interested
in reading, to append the urls to the scratchpad.
Once we have the urls we want to read we can
combine them in one RCFV file. We highlight
them in the scratchpad, as before, and drag
them into the viewer (or copy and paste).

Once the text is pasted to the viewer, we get this
dialog again. As before we will select option 2 to
read the selected urls above in RCFV.

Since we want to create a digest, we will select option 2 to combine the urls into one RCFV document.
Note that when combining files, if the domains are different, RCFV will ask you whether you want to use
automatic filtering to use whatever .fvf file best matches the first url opened. If the combined web pages
use radically different formatting you might want to manually select or create a new, ad hoc, .fvf file instead.
Since all the web pages in this query come from the same domain, they are likely to have the same or very
similar formats and, as such, we can, almost certainly, get a good result with automatic filtering. This is
mainly an issue with urls from different domains so you will not be prompted here.

When you
select the
Combine all
selected
urls… button
this option
gets checked.

For automatic
filtering RCFV will
attempt to match
this url against the
.fvf files to access
the filter settings,
etc. for the
combined file.
Please note that the
formatting data for
a web page under
the main page may
be the same or
different. Typically,
it is different since
stories or articles on
a web site are
usually formatted
very differently
from the main page.

Here is a really condensed format of the
beginning of the resulting file, with filtering,
containing the four stories.

Here are the second and third stories.

Here is the end of the document showing the
fourth and final story.
As seen before we can export all of this “digest”
to another program, such as MS Word or a text
editor, to modify it and/or print it out for offline
reading.
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Let’s read another multi-page website,
https://www.amazon.com/Winners-Take-All-CharadeChanging-ebook/product-reviews/B077WZRBV2 , which
consists of all the reviews for the book
Winners Take All: The Elite Charade of Changing the World.
• Using filtering plus the ability to read multiple web pages into one
text document we can create a display of just what we want to see
and nothing more.
• We will show two different filter settings providing different views
of the same data.
• We will examine the filtering in some detail to see how this is
accomplished.

Here is the first screen of the filtered text. The
filtering is somewhat extensive and is described
in detail below.

Here is a sample page shown in full screen mode
displaying several reviews. You can read in 1 or more
pages of reviews, and, for popular books, there may be
many. RCFV lets you collect them all together so you
can easily read them all or print them for offline reading.

Let’s examine in more detail some of the filtering which
makes this possible. However, before we do that let’s
discuss some RCFV internals which are needed to be
understood first.
Text displayed in RCFV contains several special control
characters used to identify hyperlinks and emphasized
text. The former are delimited by the characters, ° and

¹, and the latter by ² and ³. Note that none of these
four characters, °¹²³, are normally displayed as is but,
rather, appear as spaces in the display. However, you
can see them in the viewer by turning off Auto-refresh
and modifying the display font size.
Standard hyperlinks start with ° and end with ¹ so you
can find and/or filter them easily. Furthermore, an
embedded space in a hyperlink is stored as a nonbreaking space character, nbsp, which is represented in
the input boxes as the character, ª. For example, the
hyperlink ••• The Timelines of Our Lives ••• is actually
stored as

°•••ªTheªTimelinesªof ªOurªLivesª•••¹

List items are preceded by the character, ¤, followed by
nbsp which is indistinguishable from a regular space in
the display. To distinguish nbsp from a regular space
you can use the character ª, in a filter input box or the
Find input box.

You can press the {F7} key to display the Paste Special
Characters window which can insert one of the above
characters into an input box or copy it to the clipboard.

Here is the readable form of the filter settings taken from the scratchpad. We will analyze some of these on the
next screen.

Include filters: Case Insensitive
^^^••••• From
$$^\+---\+$
----------------

You can easily append a more readable version of the
filter data, as on this page, to the scratchpad by right
clicking the save filter data button,
. We will analyze
some of these below.

Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
$^ *
^••••
^\s*Showing \d+ comments$
At the left is the data displayed by right clicking the save
^\s*Sort by:$
filter button in the scratchpad.
^¤
^°Helpful¹
^Comment$
For example, the exclude list to the left contains the
^°[^¹]+¹\s*$
entry ^°Helpful¹ which will hide all lines starting with a
^This page works best with JavaScript
hyperlink named Helpful.
^••••• Customers also viewed these items •••••
^{#.*#}
^Need customer service\? °Click\shere¹\s+
^How are ratings calculated\?
^\d+\s+Comment
^________________________________________________________________________________$
^\s+Previous page$
°Report\sabuse¹
^There's a problem loading this menu right now\.$
^Get free delivery with Amazon Prime$
^Prime members enjoy FREE Delivery and exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series, and Kindle
books\.\s+\>°Get\sstarted¹$
^\+---\+$
^(Search|Top rated|Filter by|All reviewers)
---------------Context[0,0]

Include filters:

Exclude filters:

^^^••••• From

$^·*

This special expression, $^ *, compresses
multiple, contiguous blank lines into one.

^••••·

Omit all headers at this level.

$$^\+---\+$

These are Start and End expressions
delineating which text will be displayed.

The middle dot character, ·, represents a space in a regular expression.
(The actual regex contains a space.) Note that this only is displayed as
such when Visual spaces is checked in the filter area.

^\s*Showing·\d+·comments$
^\s*Sort·by:$

This is a list item at the start of a line. Note that the
non-breaking space character is represented by the
character, ª.

^¤ª

The character, °, represents the start of a hyperlink.

^Comment$

^°Helpful¹

^°[^¹]+¹\s*$

You can use the {F7} key to insert special
characters into the Find or Filter input box.
The character, ¹, represents the end of a link.

This matches all lines starting with a single
hyperlink and ending with optional spaces.

We can also use standard regular expression
alternation when manually entering short terms.

^This·page·works·best·with·JavaScript

RCFV renders local labels as text within {#...#}.
When you click on a local link it will do a Find on
the local label text.

^•••••·Customers·also·viewed·these·items·•••••

This is the same line that is used above in the
include filter as an End expression. We want it to
end the displayed text, but we don’t want to see
it.

Omitted: other miscellaneous lines to hide…

^(Search|Top rated|Filter by|All reviewers)

^{#.*#}

^\+---\+$

Here is another way to look at the same data.

You can also just filter on the first line of each review to
see the header which often summarizes the review, e.g.,
Incredible book.
To view just this information, we’ve used the following
filter \d\.\d\sout\sof
Note that we must use \s and not a literal space since
the blank character in links is a non-breaking space
which is a different character but is matched by \s in
RCFV regular expressions (this is an RCFV extension).
Note: since \s matches the nbsp character also you can
match a list item using ¤ª or ¤\s.

Let’s save this alternate filter setting for future use.
Since we do not want to use it as an automatic filter, we
can give it a normal, meaningful name. Alternatively, if
this is your preferred way of viewing the book reviews
then you could save this filter as
(www`E.)`Qamazon.com`S.+`Sproduct-reviews`S.fvf
instead of the settings that we’ve predefined above.
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We just showed how we can use two different filter settings to
provide two very different views of the same text.
Here’s another example of the ability to read multiple web pages
into one document via a single query:
• https://careers.insidehighered.com/jobs/science-and-technology
• This web site contains a list of technology jobs available in higher
education.
• We will again show two alternative filter settings. One will be a
general one for all jobs while the alternative will focus in on computer
science and related jobs.

We’ve read in the first 3 pages of a much longer list of
technology jobs. The filters have been populated via
automatic filtering.

Here is the unfiltered text. Below we show the filter
settings that we are going to use to see what we want.

Include filters: Case Insensitive
^^^•••••• Found \d+(,\d+)? jobs
$$^Sign up for job alerts
---------------Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
$^ *
^Sign up for job alerts Get new jobs for this search by email°Email jobs¹$
^•••••• Found \d+(,\d+)? jobs
^\s*You need to°sign in¹or°create an account¹to save
\s*¤ Save$
^Sign up for job alerts
---------------Context[0,0]

Let’s tweak our default filtering and remove all list items:
lines with ¤ª as the first significant characters. Remember, ª
represents a non-breaking space and will look like a regular
space in the viewer but will not be matched by a normal
space character in a regular expression (but it will be
matched by \s, an RCFV extension).

Include filters: Case Insensitive
^^^•••••• Found \d+(,\d+)? jobs
$$^Sign up for job alerts
---------------Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
$^ *
^Sign up for job alerts Get new jobs for this search by email°Email jobs¹$
^•••••• Found \d+(,\d+)? jobs
^\s*You need to°sign in¹or°create an account¹to save
\s*¤ Save$
^Sign up for job alerts
---------------Context[0,0]

We’ll copy the list marker to the exclude filter input box
to hide all list items.

We can also
exclude list
lines using
the context
menu.

Here is the text displayed without any list items. We
are left with a succinct list of the job openings and
the hyperlink for more information.

Here is another option. Let’s look for jobs related to
software or computer science. We have modified the
filter accordingly. This is where filtering really shines.

Here’s yet another example of the ability to read multiple web pages into one document via a single
query. With RCFV you can quickly see most if not all of the links on one page without ads or
unnecessary images. You can also easily copy all of the links into an email or other HTML compatible
program.

• http://www.readersdigest.ca/home-garden/tips

Here’s yet another example of the ability to read
multiple web pages into one document via a single
query. We have read the first 10 pages of tips from
http://www.readersdigest.ca/home-garden/tips and
filtered on the links. The list has 309 links and takes
Let’s click onabout
this link
3.5 and
viewer screens with a very small font with
open it in the
default
browser.
over
80 links
visible on each screen as shown.
With RCFV you can quickly see most if not all the links
on one (very long) screen with minimal scrolling without
ads or unnecessary images. You can also easily copy the
links into an email or other HTML compatible program.
Let’s do that now.

Right click the viewer to bring up the context menu.
Now let’s select Copy and edit displayed text. You can
also press {Shift}+{C} to effect this.

Let’s take the displayed text and create a simplified
HTML document which will be displayed in the default
browser. Only hyperlinks, emphasis, and a few other
non-text objects will be formatted using their HTML
specification.
Choose option 2 to do this.

Below is an image of the web page as seen in a browser window.

Here is the top of the
page of hyperlinks
which have been
exported to a Chrome
browser window. We
can select the links
and paste them into
an email program, for
example, to send
them to others or
into, say, MS Word,
where the links can
be saved as a Word or
PDF document.
On the web page with so many
images you must scroll down a lot
just to see the first 15 links in the
RCFV display.

Now, let’s open the “uses for ammonia” page.

A left click on a link opens this menu.
Let’s see what it looks like in a regular
browser and then also open it in RCFV to
compare.

Below is an image of the web page as seen in a browser window.

Here is a single screen display of 20 Clever Household Uses for
Ammonia, another very long web page. Without images and
superfluous formatting, we can more easily read the information that
we care about using RCFV.
At right is an image of the Chrome
browser rendition of this page
with all the images and ads vs. the
concise view that you see with
RCFV filtering. Note how long the
browser web page is.
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Let’s read one more multi-page website,
HTTPS://WWW.GUNVIOLENCEARCHIVE.ORG/reports/massshooting?year=2020 ,
which contains data about mass shootings for the year organized
in multiple pages each containing a table of, at most, 25
incidents.
• We will display the tables in two ways, one without borders
and one with.
• We’ll use Exclude filtering only to view just the tabular portion
of each page.

Below is an image of a typical web page for this site as rendered by Chrome.
In the following page we will show how RCFV can render tables and how you can modify some
aspects of the display.

At the bottom of each page are links to some of
the other pages in the set. To see all the data
using a typical browser you must traverse each
page and save it in a new tab or, perhaps, copy
and paste the text on the page into another
program such as a text editor. RCFV will do all of
this for you automatically retaining much of the
original formatting. Once the data has been read
by RCFV you can use Include filtering or the Find
command to locate data from the whole year
that you are interested in.

We will initially read only the first table. The
tables are in reverse chronological order, so
the first page displayed will be the most recent
data for 2020. Since most of the data is in
tabular format using HTML tables, we need to
specify the maximum number of columns and
the maximum column width. We’ve picked an
arbitrarily large number of columns since we
want all of them to be displayed. As long as
the maximum number of table columns in the
file is not greater than this value, we are fine.

Here is a sample of the tabular
data from this website.
We are using exclude filters only
to hide the lines that we don’t
want to see.

Now let’s read 3 pages. This time we will add
a visible border around each table. Note that
this will be automatic if specified in the web
page HTML. For this url the tables are defined
as borderless, but we have the option to add a
border in RCFV.
We will also add a little more filtering, so we
just see the tables.

Here is a sample of the data with table borders and additional filtering.
Include filters: Case Insensitive
---------------Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
^°(Home|Login|Contact|Search|\[email)
^(MENU|•|=|http|\[|©)
^Gun Violence Archive$
^All rights reserved.
^( )?¤
$^ *
^\s+\(active tab\)$
^\s*$
$^F4
^°GUN\sVIOLENCE\sARCHIVE¹$
^1133 Connecticut Avenue, NW$
^Washington, DC 20036$
^²Mass Shootings in 2020 \| Gun Violence Archive³$
---------------Context[0,0]

We’ve shrunk the font size to show the 3
tables, each one corresponding to one web
page, that will all be accessible in one RCFV file.
You can also, if you want, put each page (table)
into a separate file as well.
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And, finally, let’s read in some tabular data to see how powerful
filtering can be. We will read some statistics in a tabular form from
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1104709/coronavirus-deathsworldwide-per-million-inhabitants

This page contains Coronavirus (COVID-19) deaths worldwide per
one million population as of January 8, 2021, by country.
We will demonstrate how to select, via filtering, only the data that
you want and then we will show another version of exporting that
data to an external program.

Here is the url we are
going to read.

We need to specify enough columns to hold the table rows but we
don’t want them to take up too much space so we will use small
column widths.

Here is a sample of the
data from the beginning.

We are interested in comparing only certain countries, particularly those in Scandanavia. We also want to
include the header lines of the table.
We initially filter on Confirmed deaths to view the first header line, and also on the country names we want.
We could create multiple filters for the country names, but it is easier just to create a single expression for the
Scandanavian countries plus Finland, to wit, Sweden|Denmark|Norway|Finland
We’ve added a few Exclude filters to hide some extraneous lines.
We’ve also added one line of context after every matched line. This will display the second header line as well
as the row border line.

Note the context
markers showing the
matched line plus the
following line.

We’ve added the US and
the UK to the mix with
an additional filter line.
Include filters: Case Insensitive
sweden|denmark|norway|finland
Confirmed deaths
United Kingdom|USA
----------------

Exclude filters: Case Insensitive
$^F4
$^ *
¤\s
^\^
---------------Context[0,1]

We’ve pressed {Shift}+{C} so we can copy the
display data to an external program.

For this example, we can pick
any option but Cancel to copy
the text. We will select option
3 to copy the displayed text to
the clipboard.

Option 3 in [Copy and Edit] will allow you to
specify how to handle any hyperlinks in the
copied text. In this case the links are in the
text above the table and, due to no wordwrap, can currently only be seen with
horizontal scrolling. Let’s turn on word-wrap
{Shift}+{W} and redo this.

For option 3 in [Copy and Edit], when there are hyperlinks in the affected text, you are provided with the
options below to control how to display (or not) the hyperlinks.

Note that tables are
usually formatted
without word-wrap using
a fixed maximum line size
instead. We have
temporarily enabled
word-wrap to show the
hyperlinks in the text
above.

Note that for tabular data such as this we would normally want to specify option 1 since the other options
would mess up the columnar formatting. For normal text it is often desirable to remove the hyperlinks
completely (hide) or move them to the end of the text, like endnotes. In this case, since the hyperlinks are not
inside of the table, we will select option 2 to move the hyperlinks in the text to the end.

We will select option 1, Yes, to
remove the context markers.

This query will appear when you have filtering
enabled with a non-zero context value. This
gives you the option of removing the context
markers in the display from the text which will
be copied to the clipboard.

Here is the text that was pasted from the clipboard.

This table aims to provide a complete picture on the topic, but it very much relies on data that has become more difficult to compare. As the coronavirus pandemic
developed across the world, countries already used different methods to count fatalities, and they sometimes changed them during the course of the pandemic. On
April 16, for example, the Chinese city of Wuhan added a 50 percent increase in their death figures to account for community deaths. These deaths occurred outside
of hospitals and went unaccounted for so far. The state of New York did something similar two days before, revising their figures with 3,700 new deaths as they
started to include "assumed" coronavirus victims. The United Kingdom started counting deaths in care homes and private households on April 29, adjusting their
number with about 5,000 new deaths (which were corrected lowered again by the same amount on August 18). This makes an already difficult comparison even more
difficult. Belgium, for example, counts suspected coronavirus deaths in their figures, whereas other countries have not done that (yet). This means two things.
First, it could have a big impact on both current as well as future figures. On April 16 already, UK health experts stated that if their numbers were corrected
for community deaths like in Wuhan, the UK number would change from 205 to "above 300". This is exactly what happened two weeks later. Second, it is difficult to
pinpoint exactly which countries already have "revised" numbers (like Belgium, Wuhan or New York) and which ones do not. One work-around could be to look at
(freely accessible) timelines that track the reported daily increase of deaths in certain countries. Several of these are available on our platform, such as for
Belgium, Italy and Sweden. A sudden large increase might be an indicator that the domestic sources changed their methodology.

|
| Confirmed deaths | Deaths in last 7
| Daily increase (#
| Population (in | Deaths per million | Deaths per million
|
|
| (absolute)
| days
| deaths)
| millions)
| (total)
| (last 7 days)
|
| United Kingdom^[1]
| 81,295
| 5,980
| 559
| 66.83
| 1,216.36
| 89.47
|
|----------------------+-------------------+---------------------+-----------------------+-----------------+---------------------+----------------------------|
| USA^[1]
| 372,549
| 20,750
| 1,807
| 328.24
| 1,134.99
| 63.22
|
|----------------------+-------------------+---------------------+-----------------------+-----------------+---------------------+----------------------------|
| Sweden
| 9,433
| 706
| 0
| 10.29
| 917.12
| 68.64
|
|----------------------+-------------------+---------------------+-----------------------+-----------------+---------------------+----------------------------|
| Denmark^[1]
| 1,569
| 180
| 28
| 5.82
| 269.65
| 30.94
|
|----------------------+-------------------+---------------------+-----------------------+-----------------+---------------------+----------------------------|
| Finland
| 586
| 21
| 0
| 5.52
| 106.15
| 3.8
|
|----------------------+-------------------+---------------------+-----------------------+-----------------+---------------------+----------------------------|
| Norway
| 472
| 23
| 0
| 5.35
| 88.26
| 4.3
|
|----------------------+-------------------+---------------------+-----------------------+-----------------+---------------------+----------------------------|
________________________________________________________________________________
Belgium :: https://www.statista.com/statistics/1111078/cumulative-coronavirus-deaths-in-belgium/
Italy :: https://www.statista.com/statistics/1104964/coronavirus-deaths-since-february-italy/
Sweden :: https://www.statista.com/statistics/1105753/cumulative-coronavirus-deaths-in-sweden/

At the bottom are the hyperlinks
which originally appeared in the
body of the text above.

The Really Cool FilTeR Viewer
© 2018 – 2021 Takamomto, LLC

In this tutorial we've shown some of the things that make this program "Really Cool". The ability to
read multiple web pages into a single file and filter out what you don't want to see is very powerful
and is a compelling reason why you should want to use this program as an important adjunct to
your normal browser.
We discussed how, using special character sequences to represent regular expression
metacharacters, you can make a standard Windows' file name into a regular expression, the set of
which are used to select which predefined filter settings will be used for a given url.

We showed how to extract the filter settings into the scratchpad for easy viewing or copying.
We described some of the advanced filtering involved in displaying some of these web pages.
We showed how you can copy viewer data into an external text editor of your choice where you can
modify it, save it, or print it. We noted how standard (clickable) links in RCFV automatically get
translated into explicit, readable urls which can optionally be hidden or displayed at the end of the
text.

The Really Cool FilTeR Viewer
© 2018 – 2021 Takamomto, LLC

We showed several examples of multi-page web sites using filtering to simplify their display. They included an
Amazon book review; a list of technology jobs; a Reader's Digest tip page which, when using a browser, requires
scrolling through lots of images and unnecessary "stuff" in order to view the actual data you are interested in, while
RCFV displays just the important text; the Gun Violence archive which displays a fixed number of tabular rows and
columns on most pages. We also showed how filtering Covid-19 data tables can be used to select particular rows of a
table which can be displayed in context and exported to other software.
We showed how to selectively copy urls to the scratchpad. This is most useful when reading news sites with headline
links. You can pick and choose which of the urls you want to read and then read them or download them en masse.

Other topics covered included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

setting multiple filter items (with automatic regex escaping) with a single drag and drop
using alternate filters to get different views of the same data
combining pages from multiple websites into a single document
using Visual Spaces in the filter settings to view regular spaces plus non-breaking spaces
adding context lines to the filtering
coalescing multiple blank lines into one
using Auto-refresh
exporting RCFV text as simplified HTML in the browser to allow the inclusion of hypertext, bolding, and a few
other display attributes in external documents that are HTML compatible

